EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE

Space Guess Quest

Get to know the who’s who of the universe!
Let’s play a game!

1. First, find a partner.

2. Each player should have a board, and each of you should pick one space object card. Don’t show your card to your partner—this is your mystery object! You can also have more than one person on each side and play as a team.

3. Now, take turns asking **yes-or-no** questions to figure what your partner’s mystery object is.

4. The player who correctly guesses their partner’s mystery object first wins!

**Here are some tips and helpful questions you can ask each other.**

There are five categories of space objects. Pick a category and ask if your partner’s card belongs to it. For example, “Is your mystery object a nebula?”

Try to narrow down large categories, and then get creative. For example, “Is your mystery object inside our solar system?”

Ask about recognizable physical features. For example, “Is it round?” or “Does it have an unusual shape?”

As you get closer to making your final guess, ask about more detailed features like colors or surface features, or the number of solar panels on a spacecraft!